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“Darwin was one of history’s towering geniuses and ranks
with the greatest heroes of man’s intellectual progress”
George Gaylord Simpson ‘The meaning of Evolution’
“It remains true … that most
new species, genera and
families … appear in the
(fossil) record suddenly, and
are not led up to by known
gradual, completely continuous
transitional sequences”
(G.G.Simpson, The Major
Features of Evolution, 1953
p. 360)

Darwin’s theory was dependent on 2 major assumptions
1. That evidence would be found from the fossil
record to show the many gradual changes from one
species to the next.
“The extreme rarity of transitional forms in the fossil
record … (is) the trade secret of palaeontology
Steven Jay Gould

2. That the basic unit of life (The cell) was very simple.

“No one can propose to
defend Darwin without
meeting the challenges
set out in this superbly
written and compelling
book” - David Berlinski

Many examples of
“irreducible complexity”
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400,000 cells to fill a
normal size letter O

Meet the simple cell

Before a protein is made
• Information is stored
in nucleus as DNA
• DNA copy made in
nucleus
• Copy floats to pore
•Pore recognises DNA
copy and opens (gated
transport)
•Copy floats into cell
fluid

Thousands of chemical
reactions are constantly
taking place in the cell
Every section must
function perfectly for
the cell to live

Pore

Nucleus

Cell Replication

Identical - but different

50,000,000,000,000,000 cells to form a human

Cell Replication
Skin, Nails, Hair, Flesh, Muscle, Bone, Tendon, Heart,
Lungs, Liver, Stomach, Pancreas, Kidneys, Gall bladder,
Brain, Nerves, Glands, Eyes, Ears, Nose, Blood, ….
Each organ in the right place to inter-react with others
Over 200 different bones, each in exactly the right position
Features often passed on from parent to child - via one cell
Facial features,

Physical build

Mannerisms - Eg. Mode of walking
Special talents - Eg. Music

Psalm 139:14 I will
praise thee; for I am
fearfully and
wonderfully made:
marvellous are thy
works; and that my
soul knoweth right
well.
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The wing of the humming bird beats
at 70 times per second (necessary to
allow it to hover beside the flower).
How did such a mechanism evolve?
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How did the flower and the bird
evolve separately?
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Arctic
Tern

Flies 24000 miles
in 8 months

Darwin thought
evidence would be found
in the fossil record to
support his theory
Darwin thought the
cell was ‘simple’

It has not!

It is not!

Are evolutionists prepared to
give the Bible a fair hearing?

Evidence for evolution so far

Warning This is a work of fiction
Exposure to contents for
extended periods of time or
during formative years in children
may cause delusions,
hallucinations, decreased
cognitive and objective reasoning
abilities, and, in extreme cases,
pathological disorders, hatred,
bigotry and violence including,
but not limited to fanaticism,
murder and genocide.
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Is God Still Necessary?
"Religion must now be treated as a
sickness."
by Douglas Rushcroff & Andy Bachman
PART 1. The God Delusion
PART 2. The Virus of Faith
Dawkins presents his view of
religion as a cultural virus that,
like a computer virus, once
downloaded into the software of
society corrupts many of the
programs it encounters.

Creative intelligences, being evolved,
necessarily arrive late in the universe, and
therefore cannot be responsible for designing
it. (p. 31)
To be fair, much of the Bible is not systematically evil
but just plain weird, as you would expect of a
chaotically cobbled-together anthology of disjointed
documents, composed, revised, translated, distorted and
'improved' by hundreds of anonymous authors, editors
and copyists, unknown to us and mostly unknown to
each other, spanning nine centuries. (Chapter 7)

Dawkins theory is dependent on 2 major assumptions
1. That there is no God
Galatians 6:7 Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever
a man soweth, that shall he also reap.

2. That popular ‘Christianity’ is based on the Bible.
Exodus 20:13 Thou shalt not kill.
James 4:11 Speak not evil one of another, brethren. He that
speaketh evil of his brother, and judgeth his brother,
speaketh evil of the law

'Addressing the conclusions of The
God Delusion point by point with the
devastating insight of a molecular
biologist turned theologian, Alister
McGrath dismantles the argument that
science should lead to atheism, and
demonstrates instead that Dawkins
has abandoned his much-cherished
rationality to embrace an embittered
manifesto of dogmatic atheist
fundamentalism.'
Francis Collins, Director of the
Human Genome Project

5 Reasons why
You should give
the Bible a fair
hearing
1. It issues a challenge about God’s existence. (Isa. 43:8-13)
2. It reveals the truth about life & death. (Psalm 49)
3. It shows why the world is in a state of chaos. ( 2 Tim. 3)
4. It warns that God is about to intervene. (Acts 17:13-33)
5. The Bible is able to lead us to salvation. (2 Tim.3:15)

The way we
approach the
Bible is important

James 1:21 Therefore lay aside all filthiness and
overflow of wickedness, and receive with meekness the
implanted word, which is able to save your souls. (NKJV)

Last eve, as I passed a blacksmith’s door,
And heard the Anvil ring, the vesper chime,
And looking in I saw upon the floor,
Old hammers worn out with beating years of time.
“How many anvils have you had” said I,
To wear and batter out these hammers so?
“Just one” he said with twinkling eye!
“The anvil wears the hammers out you know”

And then we thought the anvil of God’s word,
For ages, sceptic blows have beat upon,
And though we too have heard the noise of falling blows,
The anvil is unharmed, the hammers - Gone!
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The choice is yours

How we read
it is important
… receive with
meekness the
engrafted word,
which is able to
save your souls.
(James 1:21)
We are in need of salvation Dare we criticise our Saviour?

Happy is he that hath the God of
Jacob for his help, whose hope is
in the LORD his God: Which
made heaven, and earth, the sea
and all that therein is: which
keepeth truth for ever.
(Ps.146:5-6)

This DVD aims to
show that there is no
conflict between the
Bible text and the
observable facts in
science
Available from:The Christadelphians
FREEPOST SF637
Cemetery Road
Sheffield S11 8TE
OR
www.theevidence.org.uk

Associated Press 4th September 2008

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) — As a candidate
for governor, Sarah Palin called for teaching
creationism alongside evolution in public schools.
But after Alaska voters elected her, Palin, now
Republican John McCain's presidential running
mate, kept her campaign pledge to not push the
idea in the schools.

